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In the durable graphic area, Lexan® or polyester is subsurface printed with one or more layers of ink. Following an
air or oven drying step, the graphic pieces are laminated with 3M™ Laminating Adhesive (adhesive to the ink). The
pressure sensitive adhesive is then used to bond the graphic to the manufactured item in the automotive, electronic
and appliance industry.
This information describes the effect of changing the drying conditions on the bond performance between the ink
layer and the adhesive of one particular ink. The ink used is a standard solvent based ink supplied by a common
ink supplier. The results of the test may not be identical for every ink tested, however, the trend is one to consider
if adhesive/ink bond performance is low. Unfortunately, the slow speed and high temperature resulted in the
highest bond performance. This suggests that processing parts quickly may reduce the bond between the adhesive
and the ink layer.
ASTM D3359 describes a quick process aid for testing ink or other coatings. In this procedure, the ink or a dried
sample is scored with a fresh razor blade about every 1/16" in both directions, (forming a grid pattern) covering
about one square inch. After scoring, an aggressive tape (Scotch® Filament Tape 898) is applied over the scored
area. The tape is removed at a 180 degree angle rapidly from the scored ink. The ink should remain firmly
anchored to the coated substrate. If the ink does not remain anchored, a review of the process conditions during
drying (speed, temperature and air flow) may be useful.
Careful consideration to the process conditions when using UV cured inks is especially important. Following the
guidelines provided by the ink supplier is recommended. As UV lights age, the energy output declines, requiring
more time under the lights to produce the same cure. The crosshatch test described above can also be used with
the UV systems to help determine if the ink is cured adequately.
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Product Use

All statements, technical information and recommendations contained in this document are based upon
tests or experience that 3M believes are reliable. However, many factors beyond 3M’s control can affect
the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application, including the conditions under
which the product is used and the time and environmental conditions in which the product is expected to
perform. Since these factors are uniquely within the user’s knowledge and control, it is essential that the
user evaluate the 3M product to determine whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for the
user’s method of application.

Warranty and
Limited Remedy

Unless stated otherwise in 3M’s product literature, packaging inserts or product packaging for individual
products, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable specifications at the time 3M ships the
product. Individual products may have additional or different warranties as stated on product literature,
package inserts or product packages. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF
DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. User is responsible for determining whether the 3M product
is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s application. If the 3M product is defective within the
warranty period, your exclusive remedy and 3M’s and seller’s sole obligation will be, at 3M’s option, to
replace the product or refund the purchase price.

Limitation of Liability

Except where prohibited by law, 3M and seller will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the
3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory
asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.
ISO 9001: 2000

This Industrial Adhesives and Tapes Division product was manufactured under a 3M quality system registered to ISO 9001: 2000 standards.
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